Speaking of Silence, Speaking of Art, Abortion and Ireland by Chan, Suzanna




On the 25th of May 2018 Ireland’s electorate voted in a referendum to repeal the Eighth Amendment to the Constitution by 66.4% to 33.6%, allowing the Dáil to legislate for abortion provision. ​[1]​ Two years earlier, in 2016, the Government summoned a Citizen’s Assembly, comprising 99 randomly selected people, to consider constitutional issues and inform what was then a possible referendum. The Citizen’s Assembly, who recommended abortion legislation in line with European Union norms, had received 12,000 submissions and heard many testimonies including from women who have terminated pregnancies, advocacy groups and medical professionals, which helped to challenge the taboo around abortion. ​[2]​ Women spoke out publicly and privately about their experiences, opposing what veteran feminist and LGBT campaigner Ailbhe Smyth described in 2015 as a “deafening” silence about abortion in Ireland. ​[3]​  Comedian Tara Flynn recounts how before speaking about her abortion to thousands of festivalgoers in 2015, she broke her silence amongst eight pro-choice women, aware that even in such like-minded company “you just didn’t do that here.”​[4]​ 

This essay considers the silencing of women about abortion and how it has been challenged in arts activism and in particular, in visual art by women in Irish contexts. Abortion became increasingly addressed through the arts as the movement to repeal the Eighth Amendment gained momentum in recent years, with for example the formation of the Artists’ Campaign to Repeal the Eighth Amendment in 2015. ​[5]​  However I show that abortion is not a recently emerged concern in art and draw attention to two significant artworks from the early 1990s, Pauline Cummins and Louise Walsh’s collaboration Sounding the Depths a collaborative installation by Pauline Cummins and Louise Walsh, 1992 (1992) and Shelagh Honan’s Untitled (1994). The artists are remarkable for explicitly referring to abortion and women’s silencing in a deeply intimidating social and political climate which was predominantly anti-abortion, a two to one majority had voted for the Eighth Amendment in the 1983 referendum. They courageously challenged the silencing of women by sounding the gaps between anti-choice discourse and bodily experience, to explore an aesthetics of abortion and establish concerns also addressed in more recent artworks. These include Jesse Jones’s Tremble Tremble (2017) and Emma Campbell’s When They Put Out Their Hands Like Scales; Journeys (2012), made in relation to the contemporary contexts of the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland respectively. I look at how these artworks counter patriarchal anti-choice discourse, which as feminist philosophers Drucilla Cornell and Luce Irigaray argue, effaces women.​[6]​ 





As I write about coming to voice about abortion through art, I refer to my own abortions to oppose stigmatisation and silencing. Jeanine Marie Minge’s essay “Painting a Landscape of Abortion” juxtaposes an account of her abortion in the US with descriptions of making a painting about it.​[8]​ I remember my hand at one with the paintbrush, with everything concentrated at its tip and the satisfaction of inscribing an indelible line. The pregnant body that had been beyond my reach in Ireland depicted abortion as an aesthetically pleasing act, in an image of abundance to refuse being without means of expression. The surrounding Chinoisere, understood to be a European stylistic invention, referred to the formation of a diasporic Irish-Chinese identity. Abortion, as Ronit Lentin argues, has been central to defining Irishness in terms of an idealised white Catholic womanhood defined as motherhood. ​[9]​ Its depiction was intended to create a positive image of abortion with which to confound those narratives of Irishness, along with references to my background as the daughter of a Chinese immigrant. The image is deeply indebted to the critically inventive self-portraits of Frida Kahlo, whose depictions of her abortions have been misinterpreted as being about miscarriage.​[10]​ I cut a cord emerging from under my hospital gown, leading to an image of a fertilised egg. The storks plucking goldfish from the waves informed the title The Fish Weren’t Missed. These references are opaque, perhaps in retrospect I should have called it My Abortions, but I wanted a title beyond dominant discourse with no hint of guilty confession. Symbols of judgement are in the background, Saint Bernadette and white-robed clerics. 

Rather than the painting’s aesthetic merits or lack thereof, I am struck by how this coded self-portrait about abortion, hanging in a public if inconspicuous spot, is similar to how abortion could go unheard and unseen in plain sight in Ireland. I was emboldened to paint it after joining the Repeal the Eighth Amendment Campaign, formed in 1992, which was one of many groups comprising a long-running movement against the Eighth Amendment. It was established by feminist and left-wing activists in response to the “X Case” and to oppose the “Irish Protocol” to the Treaty of the European Union (the “Maastricht Treaty”). The “X Case” refers to so-called “Miss X,” a fourteen-year-old rape survivor who in 1992 was prevented from travelling to Britain for an abortion on the basis of the Eighth Amendment. It had also emerged that at the behest of the Irish Government the Maastricht Treaty, which established greater European integration, included the “Irish Protocol” to guarantee the European Community’s non-interference with the Eighth Amendment. In a referendum held in 1992, 68.7% of the Irish electorate voted to pass the Maastricht Treaty with the “Irish Protocol” intact, though under duress the Government added a “Solemn Declaration” purporting to reduce its effect.​[11]​ The Repeal the Eighth Amendment Campaign also organised safe speak-outs for women who had abortions. In that period, the early 1990s, singers Sinead O’Connor and Mary Coughlan, and activist Ruth Riddick were amongst the very few well-known women in Ireland to go public about their abortions, and the late journalist Mary Holland stood alone in the early 1980s when speaking of hers.​[12]​ In the early 1980s, before the Eighth Amendment was proposed, Laury Oaks notes that feminists were active with a campaign for full fertility control in Ireland, including open referral and decriminalisation of abortion, but in a profoundly antagonistic social and political climate. With just one pamphlet on abortion published by a women’s group, feminists were disadvantaged because the pro-life campaign established the terms of the debate as centred on the rights of the foetus, to stigmatise and silence women in need of, or who have abortions. ​[13]​

In the following section, I consider relations between abortion stigma, shame and silence, and the role of arts activism in expressing positive messages and symbols of choice, with references to some international examples to inform this exploration. The remaining sections consider how artists Cummins and Walsh, and Honan refused silencing to explore a language of women’s bodily experiences and abortion in the early 1990s, and how those themes are addressed in more recent artworks by Jones and Campbell. Feminist philosopher Luce Irigaray’s concept of “sexuate rights,” which accounts for abortion within the concept of sexual difference, is introduced to expand the readings of the artworks.​[14]​


“Read Our Lips!” Abortion stigma, shame and silence.

It’s supposed to look like a shopping trip. My mam spins it as a pre-exam treat, in case any of the neighbours twig. ​[15]​

In Lisa McInerney’s novel The Glorious Heresies, Karine and her mother round a corner to the airport coach in Cork City Bus Station and encounter pro-life demonstrators– three aged Christian cult members and Georgie, their destitute and heavily pregnant young recruit. Karine is catching a plane to terminate a pregnancy she would have continued under different circumstances. Enraged, she attacks Georgie, “You’re down here shaming when you’re having your own baby and you don’t see anything wrong with that?” ​[16]​ But the Christians will force Georgie to give up her baby, her experience of coercion and loss echoing that of Maureen, another protagonist, over forty years earlier in the 1970s. After she gave birth out of wedlock, Maureen’s parents banished her to London in deference to the “Holy Trinity” of priests, nuns and neighbours, and raised her son in their pious home. The neighbours’ influence had at least waned enough to spare her from the nearby Industrial School and Laundry. In the twenty first century, a trip for an abortion is disguised as going shopping, that most acceptable of feminine activities, for fear of what they might think. 

Maureen returns to 2010s Cork alienated, angry and vengeful. She visits the derelict Industrial School and Laundry and thinks about the women and girls confined there, their children taken, whom she’d read about “once the tabloids had tested the value of Magdalene anguish.”​[17]​ The words of a man she meets drinking at its burnt-out ruin, “nothing as cleansing as a fire,” inspire her acts of arson which culminate with a small rural church.​[18]​ After setting its varnished shadows ablaze amidst empty nocturnal fields, she muses that with countryside parishes, you’re attacking something of “minor import and massive sentimental value.” ​[19]​ 

In the Republic of Ireland, the Catholic Church maintains ideological bases through lay organisations, controls most primary schools despite their public funding, and has ensured legislation that determines how women’s lives are acceptable while silencing those who have abortions. ​[20]​ Northern Ireland and the Republic are separate political, legal and cultural entities but their moral conservatisms and sexist male-dominated political cultures have produced some of the most restrictive abortion laws in the world. In Northern Ireland the 1967 Abortion Act does not apply and abortion is punishable by a life sentence, while women face a 14-year sentence in the Republic.​[21]​ In 2017 the UK Government agreed that women should be allowed to access NHS abortions in Britain, having ignored its exclusion from UK abortion law for 50 years including during Direct Rule.​[22]​ Following the majority vote to repeal the Eighth Amendment in the Republic of Ireland in 2018, the Irish government can proceed with its proposed legislation which will allow for abortion in limited circumstances. ​[23]​ Until the legislation is enacted, abortion is unlawful except to save the woman’s life and a lack of clarity around the criteria deter implementation. Savita Halappanavar died of a septic miscarriage in a Galway hospital in 2012 because clinicians believed they would risk criminal charges by carrying out the termination she repeatedly requested, though the foetus had no chance of survival. ​[24]​  

Approximately 180,797 women from the Republic of Ireland and 61,311 from Northern Ireland accessed abortion services in Britain between 1970 and 2015. Thousands more risk prosecution by illegally using Mifepristone and Misoprostol (“abortion pills”) to have medical abortions. ​[25]​ Criminalised and stigmatised, abortion is experienced in secrecy and silence. In Northern Ireland, two women have been charged with unlawfully procuring “abortion pills,” intensifying fear and the disadvantage of those without the means to travel.​[26]​ A study of women using Mifepristone and Misoprostol in Northern Ireland and the Republic found that having to maintain silence and secrecy because of the threat of prosecution and social stigma was the worst aspect of their experience.​[27]​ For women who have been able to travel and legally terminate pregnancies in Britain or elsewhere, silence avoids judgement and shame, which can’t be underestimated. The subject withdraws into self-protective silence because shame makes them feel they “could die.” ​[28]​ 

Is silence solely a response to the effects of intimidation, or can it involve a more complex strategy? Feminist researchers have questioned the tendency to only equate silence with powerlessness and speaking out with empowerment. In conflict zones or those without civil society, silence can mean not only survival, but a way of exercising agency.​[29]​ Aimee Carillo Row and Sheena Malhorta argue that assuming the silenced must find a voice can further burden the marginalised, while sparing the powerful from having to learn to understand silence’s forms of inscription. To consider silence’s potential, they quote theorist and poet Audre Lorde’s exhortation that “the masters tools will never dismantle the master’s house.” ​[30]​  Exploring uses of silence by women artists, Jean Fisher argues that it should not be construed simply as acquiescence to subordination in language. She refers to Luke Gibbon’s interpretation of Pat Murphy’s film Anne Devlin (1983), about the eponymous woman who acted as housekeeper to Robert Emmett, leader of the United Irishmen in the late eighteenth century. When imprisoned, Devlin refuses to confess but not out of loyalty. She has heard the rhetoric of both Irish romantic idealism and British colonial power and through her silence refuses to be an “acoustic mirror” to competing male narratives.​[31]​ This silence demonstrates what feminist filmmaker Trinh T. Minh-ha calls “a will to unsay,” which she proposes may be a language of silence, but cautions that it also risks inscribing femininity as a blank. She turns to Irigaray’s writings to suggest working in “undertones,” or through what is implicit, to undermine patriarchal value systems. ​[32]​ Lorde also sought to find words rather than advocate silence, and wrote that the importance of speaking out outweighed the risks of being misunderstood. Some of her fears about speaking out result from how racism renders Black women acutely visible and simultaneously invisible, but after a health scare she realises that she regrets her silences above all, since mortality eventually renders everyone silent.​[33]​

Silence can also indicate the lack of a satisfactory language for abortion. Thinking about the challenges of its representation, Drucilla Cornell combines Luce Irigaray’s idea of “derelection” and Jean-Francois Lyotard’s “differend” to theorise the struggle to express it in legal discourse.​[34]​ Irigaray calls women’s condition under patriarchy “derelection” because masculine symbolic systems provide the only means of expression and selfhood. Lyotard’s “differend” is what is excluded from discourse and unnameable. For Cornell, women are in a state of “derelection” in masculine discourses, where abortion is a “differend.” The noun abortion marks a locus from which the voices of women are banished, and the damage from denying abortion is known through inadequate terms and unrepresentable as harm within the law.​[35]​ 

Rosalind Peteschy stresses the need to develop transformative symbols of abortion and charges pro-choice advocates with surrendering the visual terrain because positive images are hard to imagine.​[36]​ Shrage also laments the pro-choice movement’s lack of visual icons, aside from the problematic coat hanger intended to symbolise the damage women self-inflict without safe abortion but appropriated by the pro-life movement and linked with harm to the foetus.​[37]​ But pro-choice campaigners are keenly aware of the power of positive visual symbols and activist art. For Dutch organisation Women on Waves (W.O.W.) the safety pin symbolises the need for dialogue about safe and legal abortion. Their Ship Campaign features an ocean-going clinic in an artist-designed shipping container, funded by an arts organisation. The ship takes aboard women seeking abortions, to sail beyond national waters where Dutch law applies and doctors can offer treatments legal in the Netherlands. By categorising the container as an artwork, W.O.W. circumvented Dutch regulations while departing for Ireland in 2001, following an invitation from the Dublin Abortion Rights Group and the Cork Women’s Right to Choose Group.​[38]​

Arts activism, including pro-choice exhibitions and banners, has been central to the contemporary Coalition to Repeal the Eighth Amendment in Ireland, convened in 2014 by Smyth. ​[39]​ Since 2016, Anna Cosgrove’s hugely successful “Repeal” logo has provided this contemporary mass-movement for repeal of the Eighth Amendment with its rallying cry, and featured on sell-out sweatshirts produced by the Repeal Project, inspired by Gloria Steinem’s “I Had an Abortion” T-shirt which politicised the personal.​[40]​ Both messages are political demands addressed to the state, though “Repeal” is considerably easier to wear as a broad pro-choice statement.  Ruth Fletcher welcomes how the contemporary repeal movement seeks accountability and redress for the cruel, inhumane and degrading treatment of women in Ireland without sensationalising and personalising that history. She analyses the decision by the Irish Health Service Executive (HSE) to deny the young woman at the centre of the “Ms Y” case her repeated requests for an abortion. ​[41]​ The woman, a pregnant rape survivor, managed to travel to Britain in an attempt to access an abortion, but was refused entry because she was seeking asylum in Ireland. The HSE, Katherine Side argues, in omitting her self-initiated mobility in their draft inquiry into her treatment, rendered her invisible.​[42]​ She was forced to endure her unwanted pregnancy to 25 week’s gestation and undergo a live delivery by caesarean section in 2014. While outlining her circumstances, Fletcher rightly cautions that the women in such harrowing and high profile cases should not be subjected to a voyeuristic gaze. The public gaze, she contends, must be shifted towards holding public officials and the state to account.​[43]​ “Ms Y” exercised considerable resistance and agency on her own behalf, and in 2017 served a statement of intent against claimants including the HSE and the Minister for Justice.​[44]​ The testimonies of women with unwanted pregnancies demand to be heard, silencing is part of their negative treatment by policy makers and public officials. 

“Read Our Lips. We Demand Choice” exhorted the vulva painted on one of many eye-catching banners at the 2015 March for Choice in Dublin. For Ludlow, however, activist messages of choice don’t deflect abortion stigmatisation or reach women who are seeking abortions and preoccupied with the materiality of their lives. As a US abortion care provider, she finds the message “good women have abortions” more effective in countering stigmatisation. While critical of normative judgements about being “good” or “bad,” she insists that this message subversively shifts from defensive abortion rights discourse.​[45]​ However, the terms of pro-choice activism in the contemporary movement for abortion rights in Ireland, North and South,  are often subversive rather than simply defensive, as exemplified by Speaking of I.M.E.L.D.A., a feminist performance art group formed in London in 2014. I.M.E.L.D.A. is an acronym for “Ireland Making England the Legal Destination for Abortion” and was also the codename used by the Irish Women’s Abortion Support Group, London-based activists who helped women travelling from Ireland between 1980 and 2000. ​[46]​ Speaking of I.M.E.L.D.A makes interventions across Ireland and the UK and began with Dissonant Voices of the Irish Diaspora in 2014, a London conference organised by self-proclaimed radical and socially engaged Irish priests. Tinkling a bell, they announced themselves as another dissonant voice of the Irish diaspora and demanded that the church listen to and respect the actual needs of women.​[47]​ 

Veteran campaigner Ann Rossiter performs stand-up in Making a Holy Show of Myself. A Sketch on Abortion (or the lack of it) on the Island of Ireland (2012). She recounts her backstreet abortion as a young Irish student living in London a few years before the 1967 Act, beginning in the third person. Hospital staff told her that she had been “a very silly girl” when she arrived haemorrhaging after the procedure. She concludes in the first person, describing how she became angry and began, “saying the unsayable. What I can say now more than forty years on is that for Irish women the unsayable still needs to be said. Women have abortions. Abortion must be safe and legal.” ​[48]​ 

“Sounding the Depths” of “Derelection” since the early 1990s.

Sounding the Depths a collaborative installation by Pauline Cummins and Louise Walsh, 1992 was exhibited in 1992, the year of the “X-Case” and addressed the silenced female body in the wake of the 1983 Eighth Amendment referendum. Cummins situated the artwork in terms of the “dreadful” 1980s anti-abortion campaign, which dictated what women could do with their bodies.​[49]​ The artists share a commitment to making work that explores how women are defined and rendered invisible, one as “a middle-aged mother,” the other as a “dysfunctional single ‘girl’ of questionable sexuality,” and as such, acknowledge their differences.​[50]​  Their collaboration also reflects the links between pro-choice and LGBT activism in that period and in the present. The artists declare,

We are sick of reacting to Catholicism, to anti-women laws in Ireland, to constantly being attacked about feminism, and to being seen as ‘the Other.’ We are fed up trying to survive, only survive, instead of finding a space for us all to thrive in.​[51]​







Rather than audible words, sounds of running water and laughter accompanied the images. Writing about artworks by women which explore themes of loss and trauma, Griselda Pollock notes how sonority, e.g. sighs or singing, rather than words, is the field for a “‘saying’ of the unsaid and the unsayable.” ​[54]​ It is important however to avoid inferring that abortion is beyond articulation, because this risks serving the anti-choice position and re-silencing women.  Cummins and Walsh used the sounds of water and laughter to defy the body’s silencing but remained at a threshold of articulation to recognise how language must be reclaimed and reshaped, rather than have the body consigned beyond words. The artists proposed to expand possibilities and return the body to the female subject. Cummins recalls how she used to rephrase Virginia Woolf’s ‘“as a woman, my country is the whole world”’ to declare, “as a woman, my body is my country,” aware of its determination through intersecting ideals of national and religious identity.​[55]​

For Cornell, denial of the right to abortion means that the woman’s body is subjected to the imaginings and governance of the patriarchal state and legal system. If women are subsumed into the category “human,” the woman and foetus are supposed as two already independent and equal persons. The Eighth Amendment defines the pregnant woman as a “mother,” regardless of her wishes, with an “equal right to life” with the “unborn.” ​[56]​ Her womb and the foetus are other to her and the uniqueness of feminine sexual difference and pregnancy are lost. Cornell proposes that if pregnancy were imagined in terms of the foetus being part of the woman, the legal system would need to account for the feminine within sexual difference. This, she suggests, is conceivable through what Irigaray proposes as a “sexuate law” that doesn’t subject women to a masculine imaginary.​[57]​ Abortion, for Cornell, belongs to articulations of feminine sexual identity, rather than as a sub-section in a supposedly gender-neutral discourse on human identity. Sexual difference would be a space in culture for women to emerge otherwise to what is currently known as the sexes, which are patriarchal constructs. Irigarary wants to challenge existing definitions of “woman,” including “mother,” and think and represent beyond these modes to engender concepts, issues, qualities that have yet to come into being. ​[58]​  Definitions of women abound, but not ones that imagine us uniquely or autonomously to the human/male subject, and outside of the heterosexual binary. 

The tentative opening mouths…show the beginnings of the necessary but painful process of opening up and release…An opening mouth projected onto a naked torso, which is the centre of energy, symbolises a wound being opened, revealing our insides and inner feelings. ​[59]​

For one reviewer, the layered imagery of mouth and female body could problematically locate female strength in fertility and childbirth through individualistic and retrograde notions of “female self-development” and a “true” self.​[60]​ In contrast, Hilary Robinson saw the artwork rework and alter repressive representations of woman, a construct that is only ever rendered through its representation. ​[61]​ Post-structuralist influenced feminist thought understands “woman” and “truth” as social formations and therefore unstable, which might lead to questions of how the subject “woman” can claim to speak truthfully about anything, including abortion?​[62]​ However, questioning any truth of “woman” and recognising that we are formed in social contexts means examining the terms of our construction, including how women are differentiated, determined and unevenly positioned by race, heteronormativity and class. Endowed with the resources to travel by my Irish citizenship and class positon, I was relatively empowered to access a legal abortion in Britain. Many women in Northern Ireland and the Republic are not, because they have migrated and are without the necessary documentation, or have disabilities or illnesses which prevent travel, or lack the money, or cannot tell family or partners, or are prevented through family or work commitments.​[63]​  In exploring repressive, heteronormative ideals of “woman” and feminine behaviour, the artists looked to how women might exercise agency through voice. They are not however claiming the last word on abortion or other denigrated feminine bodily experiences. They overlay the silenced body with its potential for transformed subjectivity, where the repressed can be spoken, and established themes that remain as vital and relevant in the present. 

Cummins and Walsh’s photographic image of the body superimposed with the vertical mouth, Figure 2, is strikingly similar to the vertically projected mouth which intones, over 25 years later, “In Utera Gigante is the only justice,” in Jesse Jones’s film installation Tremble Tremble (2017). Representing Ireland in the 57th Venice Biennale in 2017, Jones proposed a fictional law emanating from the female body, “the Law of In Utera Gigantae,” which precedes and supersedes all man-made ones. ​[64]​ Arms projected on curtains of digital scrim encircled the viewer in a darkened space, where an archetypal shape-shifting witch played by Olwen Fouéré, sings, gestures, dances and intones texts she devised with Jones, on two screens flanked by large sculptures of bones. She threatens to reduce the courthouse to cinders and Jones calls the artwork a “bewitching” of the judicial system. The title refers to the slogan “Tremble, tremble, the witches have returned” chanted by women during the Wages for Housework movement in 1970s Italy.​[65]​ The artwork connects late 20th century feminist labour activism, a mythical lost matriarchal past, early modern witch trials understood as pivotal in patriarchal capitalism’s control of women’s reproductive labour, and Ireland’s contemporary mass-movement to repeal the Eighth Amendment. The sculpted bones refer to “Lucy,” the Australopithecus afarensis fossils found in Ethiopia in 1974. Jones describes an interest in their emergence during second wave feminism and in “Lucy” as a mythic figure to imagine an “ancestral memory for women’s experience,” and a “temporality of possibility.” ​[66]​ Postmodern primatology criticism has deconstructed “Lucy’s” production through racialised, gendered discourses, while Jones reuses the problematic origin myth for a unifying utopian feminist proposition.​[67]​

An Untitled articulation of “Sexuate Rights.” 





Honan’s egg-maps parodied the Irish Constitution’s reduction of women to a reproductive function. Thin tubes linked them to a video monitor on the floor, playing black and white video footage showing eggs being emptied or crushed. Abortion was given an expressive form in the exaggerated temporality of slow motion which emphasised the subject’s agency. In her perceptive review, Emer McNamara describes how the silent imagery resembles an ultrasound scan and takes time to become legible. ​[69]​ Ultrasound imagery creates an anthropomorphic and autonomous sense of the foetus. In Honan’s video, ultrasound’s grainy black and white aesthetics reveal the woman interrupting and destroying symbols of reproduction and gestation. Her play with time through slow motion also suggests a temporality of abortion and ways of linking it to questions of sexual difference. Ultrasound renders the foetus in utero, according to Barbara Katz Rothman, as a metaphor for the “man” floating free in empty space linked by only a thin cord to his spaceship.​[70]​ Foetal photographic imagery, like all photography, delivers slivers of reality removed from time and bodily space.​[71]​ While it negates the woman’s body and her position in social space, it also establishes a temporality of the foetus since ultrasound is used to determine gestational age and identify the permissible time period for abortion. The foetus, not the pregnant woman, is time’s commander. For Irigaray, patriarchy construes the feminine as benighted space and a passage for a masculine subject conceived in terms of time, which he can master to command worldly affairs.​[72]​ Honan’s video suggests that sexuate rights involve rethinking temporality so that the woman is time’s agent and her body is not passive space subjected to patriarchal temporal rules. 

In my two pre-abortion consultations, the ultrasound images I was shown were as unrecognisable and remote as footage filmed by a Mars rover, though the medical practitioner delineated the foetuses and I was curious to see what was forming in my off-limits womb. During scans of a wanted pregnancy fraught with complications years later, grainy shadows assumed the foetal shape I wanted to see and print-outs provided reassuring fetish images.

Called to account: “When They Put Out Their Hands Like Scales; Journeys.” 






When the series was exhibited in Dublin’s Copper House Gallery in 2013, visitors could write accounts of their abortions and leave them for others to read. At that time, my experiences were beyond ready articulation so I contributed nothing. Looking at the images now I see the melancholic everyday beauty of leafless roadside trees silhouetted against a sky transitioning from day to night. Beyond the driver’s head, through the windscreen and diffused by raindrops, a strip of road illuminated by streetlights, Fig. 6. Daylight and ships– the coach is at a ferry port, Fig. 7. Back on the motorway, the leafless branches of distant trees screen factory chimneystacks. Do the woman’s thoughts about abortion shift amongst half-formed others like the shards in kaleidoscope patterns, as she looks at onrushing roads and changing skies? Or maybe she is focused on going unnoticed. Travelling by coach to London for my first abortion, I saw a woman I knew further up the aisle. I hid during the trip only to encounter her in the waiting room of the clinic, but we knew we could rely on each other’s silence. 

Campbell’s video When They Put Their Hands Out Like Scales (2012; 4.3 minutes approximately) features landscape imagery to explore the gap between what is unspoken, and familiar political discourse in Northern Ireland. The title quotes a speech made by the late David Irvine, leader of the Progressive Unionist Party (PUP), in the Northern Irish Assembly during a debate held on the 20th June 2000. Government ministers debated the motion “That this Assembly is opposed to the extension of the Abortion Act 1967 to Northern Ireland,” brought by Democratic Unionist Party (DUP) minister Jim Wells, who became Minister for Health in 2014. The PUP opposed the motion while Sinn Fein, the Social Democratic and Labour Party, and the DUP were united in supporting it.​[75]​ 

Campbell’s video accompanies excerpts from the Debate, narrated by actors, with footage of the landscape around Parliament Buildings in Belfast where the Northern Irish Assembly sits. Long takes, slow panning shots and close-ups of landscape features render them anew and seem to confound the narrations. An ode to creation’s mysteries, “[…] I was made in secret, and curiously wrought in the lowest parts of the earth […],” revealed by the Debate’s transcript to be the late DUP leader Ian Paisley quoting the Book of Psalms, is addressed to a small dandelion amongst pebbles and crabgrass.​[76]​ At times the Stormont landscape is imbued with pathetic fallacy. Heavy raindrops seem to fall in despair for women at the words “abortion violates a human being’s right to life. Human rights are universal.” In other sequences it is difficult to make a connection between the images of nature, which gains an uncanny sense of autonomy, and narrative. Filmed in a long take, thick hillside grass comes to resemble the hide of a creature oblivious to the information that “a single strand of human DNA contains the equivalent to half a million pages of five hundred words. Between 21 and 25 days the heart starts to beat.” Joan Carson of the Ulster Unionist Party dissents, “those women should not have to leave home or have to leave Northern Ireland, and they should not be made to feel like criminals, having to hide […] I cannot support the motion.” The landscape features seem to symbolise what is excluded by the politicians’ absolutist pro-life discourse. The video closes with dense billowy clouds and Irvine’s words, 
We sit here making decisions about their lives without one iota of the pain, sorrow or suffering that whatever decision they make about abortion will blight the rest of their lives as they see it at that time. When they put their hands out likes scales and try to make their decision, the moral arguments we make do not help them because there is right and wrong in each had, or in each side of the balance. 





Writing in 2015 about how Ireland’s ban on abortion has resulted in the lack of a normalising discourse of it, Smyth observed as ironic the expectation that women who had an “unexceptional” abortion should “shut up” about it, while in extreme cases involving the dreadful loss of a woman’s life or the battle for the right of women to abortion in Ireland, abortion is all over the media to satisfy a probing for “ ‘true life’ abortion dramas.”​[78]​ The campaigning platform Migrants and Ethnic Minorities for Reproductive Justice (MERJ) argue that although most of the recent high-profile cases have concerned migrant women, migrant voices are often not heard.​[79]​ This essay has referred to two of those high-profile cases, those of Savita Halappanavar and “Ms Y,” which concern women who were very vocal in requesting abortions but their voices were denied. As the movement for repeal of the Eighth Amendment gained momentum in recent years, the prevailing silence amongst women about their “unexceptional” abortions was increasingly broken to challenge stigmatisation, however articulation can go beyond a normalising language to question patriarchal symbolic systems.

This essay has considered how selected women artists opposed women’s silencing about abortion in Irish contexts, and offered means for speaking about the unspeakable. The word “abortion,” as Cornell argues, marks a site devoid of women’s voices, and masculinist symbolic systems can frame women’s experiences in inadequate terms. Art provides other aesthetic means of expression. In 1994, Honan courageously exhibited telephone numbers providing abortion information banned under the Eighth Amendment. Her installation made propositions about abortion, temporality and subjectivity which enhance feminist thinking on sexuate rights, and could speak to the Irish Government’s current proposition to make abortion provision conditional upon gestational age. The body taken from women by the Eighth Amendment and turned over to patriarchal control acquired an open mouth in Cummins and Walsh’s Sounding the Depths in 1992. In a hostile and predominantly anti-choice climate, they were explicit in refusing to be silenced about abortion. Their artwork called for words and actions that return our bodies to us, creating a space of articulation which recognised women’s diversity, and the possibility of working across differences to demand rights. Sounding the Depths placed the struggle for bodily control within a broader struggle for a place for all to thrive in. The artists’ criticality of speaking for other women or eliding our differences is crucial in the present. Ireland saw a majority vote for repeal of the Eighth Amendment in 2018, however the struggle for reproductive rights remains part of a broader one against misogyny and racism. The 2018 referendum was restricted to Irish citizens so as MERJ contend, many migrant women disproportionately affected by the Eighth Amendment, and who so actively campaigned against it, could not vote. ​[80]​
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